Actually, if Cesar Chavez could get you a contract with your grower it would be quite an accomplishment for him, no matter how bad that contract would be! You see, Moneybags Cesar has a great reputation for not being able to negotiate to conclusion a contract for farmworkers — marching up and down highways seems to be his best accomplishment! And all we know that in the few places he has been able to get the grower to sign the dotted line it’s ended up in economic misery for UFW members and their families — substandard wages and fringe benefits. Walking up and down the state may be good for your legs — but it doesn’t swing any weight with your neighborhood grocer or banker!!

When you think of the UFW as a labor union representing farmworkers, think first of what that union has to offer. Think of the one and only contract the UFW holds in Salinas Valley. That contract pays some 50 cents an hour less than what thousands of other Teamsters make doing the same hourly work at other ranches in that area. Think of the one grape grower under contract in Coachella Valley — you better be buddies or have plenty of payoff money if you want a dispatch from the UFW’s discriminatory hiring hall!!

Remember farmworkers, Chavez is holding a noose for you! The only way to stick your neck into it is if you vote for him and his phony union!! Don’t strangle yourself economically. Your upcoming vote is a precious thing. Use it wisely and . . .

DON'T GET 'HUNG' TO A BAD CONTRACT!

VOTE TEAMSTERS
AND VOTE YOURSELF A RAISE FOR YOUR WORK!!!